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ABOUT CREATIVE CONVERSATIONS

Creative Conversations is an initiative of the Creative Professions
& Digital Arts department at the University of Greenwich. It brings
into conversation creative organizations, practitioners, researchers
and students to explore how commerce, technology and creativity
respond to each other and drive change. Making London was their
first design-led intervention project.

INTRODUCTION

This report aims to evaluate the findings and feedback from the
Making London workshop, produced by the Creative Conversations
Research Group at the University of Greenwich on the 18th July
2015. Making London focused on developing the relationship
between design and community in the local Greenwich area. It acted
on this by providing a series of design workshops, which began
to explore an overall picture of the challenges faced by the local
community living and working in London. Beyond this, its main aim
was to consider how alternative forms of value and exchange could
be used as a reaction to the monetization of London life.

KEY ISSUES

The participants identified what they felt were the major challenges
facing London and Londoners today. This included the cost of living
and working, owning or renting space for small business, charities,
artists and designers studios and the precarity of creative work-lives.
This also included an important issue brought up by the students in
attendance of the relationship between the creative industries and
internships, where internships are not only an essential practice
for young creatives but also essential for some creative projects
to be able to flourish. There were questions about the meaning of
‘working for free’ in such an expensive city and the value gained
from this i.e. what is the exchange given for free labor and how can
creative projects reflect on this practice. This brings up some wider
core issues about how increased cost of living in London impacts
both creativity and social services (particularly charities) or SME’s
that had previously been allocated small amounts of government
funding that provide important social infrastructure.

THE CREATIVE PROCESS

In order to start this process of reflection, the workshop used a range
of design methods to facilitate the participants in exploring their own
issues and values with living in London. It also sought to give people
a voice and space to reflect on and construct new perspectives on
their own personal London-based issues. By bringing together a
collection of diverse people from a wide variety of backgrounds
and disciplines, from game developers to political activists, from
ages 20 to 65, our aim was to allow the group to creatively rethink
their relationship to London, weaving the personal into a collective
understanding. Throughout the day, writing and thoughts were
spatialised within an oversized map of London. Attendees were
invited to inscribe their most powerful memories of living in London,
what they value about London in its current incarnation and the
growing issues of living in a city that has become filtered through it
being a financial hub. The map also became a collecting space for
outcomes from the workshops and attendees were led to connect
and consider particular crisis points or hot spots within the city,
considering if any action could be initiated. This resulted in four
main themes: London in Flux, London Debates, Londoners on the
Go and London Pride.

LONDON IN FLUX

focused on the way the city is constantly changing around us, with
participants writing about the various ways that zones of the city
are developing and how this inspires a fear of change in some
areas and fear of potential regeneration in others. Statements
like “mostly wankers here” categorized this embedded fear of
the over-commercialization or shifting communities in areas like
Canary Wharf, Woolwich, Lewisham et al. Some changes were
embraced like the Olympics, which seemed to have really added
to the social fabric of London and the social memory of Londoners
who were here during that time of collective excitement and are
able to reignite these memories by using the resources that have
remained from then. The fear of gentrification seems to also be a
pressure point in the city, deeply rooted in the consciousness of
our participating community members. Various areas were labeled
with “becoming pretentious” or “no longer for the real people”.
There were questions raised about the way that labor is becoming
devalued within the city, with services like the NHS being put under
increased pressure, and the use of students as an unpaid workforce
through internships. There were textual provocations around the
establishment of areas of London-specific ‘classes’ of people, like
the creatives, the businessmen, the techs, the hipsters et al, and
what this means for the division of London in sections or slices of
city based on where you can afford to live and what you can afford
or like to do.

LONDON DEBATES

described areas of the map that had raised debates, one of the
largest being whether artists, designers and makers should leave
London and become more regionalized. Although this is already
happening as artists move to Hastings, Margate or even Berlin in
search of cheaper rents and a more bohemian lifestyle, the question
arose whether this a good thing for the UK as art is key to cultural
and social regeneration. Art being decentralized from London could
also have positive impacts within the rest of the UK due to a wider
availability of cultural infrastructure and a more general appreciation
of the arts. Following on from this, various people had identified
points in the city where transport and infrastructure was improving
and other areas where noise and/or rubbish was a large issue
which had to be managed on a day-to-day basis. It became clear that
there is no parity between the London boroughs. Some boroughs
have substantially more income to spend on these social services
like the cleanliness of streets, removal of rubbish, development of
roads and hospitals. Another area identified that could be the start
of an important debate is the value that Londoners place on their
green spaces and places that give them a contrast and points of
reflection on the city. The parks and the commons are places on
the map where participants wrote in depth about their experiences
of everything from city sunsets to sports, showing the deep value
of these city retreats.

LONDONER ON THE GO

follows the lines of conversation which relate to transport on the
map and categorise our experience of navigating the city. Phrases
like “always waiting for a bus here”, “lost”, “rain”, “delayed” and
“one way system” describe some of the complexities of navigation
in London with particular areas being identified as issues. As an
example, participants wrote that the Central London piazza should
be “simplified” as it’s “overwhelming”, and Old Street Station
could be fixed with the simple addition of North, South, East,
West navigation and signposting. There was even the suggestion
that a flash mob could be used to make this point of intervention
with people signposting the complex station. Other systems of
movements were playfully identified, like “swimming” in the city
and canoeing “freezing” in the Thames.

LONDON PRIDE

were the annotations where people expressed the things they loved
about London and their personal expertise as Londoners. There
were many bits of writing, which focused on particular walks or
routes that the person had found. The multiculturalism of the city
was celebrated in different areas e.g. Lewisham. There was the
categorisation of areas based on rudeness and respect of people and
their approach towards different cultures. Participants celebrated
and shared the isolation and peace of a rare “quiet street” as
well as giving advice about the “best view” from different places in
London, to reflect on and admire their city. The map also contained
a range of recommendations for entertainment, restaurants and
pubs. Personal achievements were sighted as inspirational tools,
like the labeling of their 1st house, saying: “I remember how hard
it was” and other parts of the map proclaiming, “I survived and
I’m still here.”

EVALUATION

The large scale mapping inspired participants to think about
themselves in relation to the city of London. They stated that
overall the workshop was an enjoyable activity that was relatable
for non-designers and designers alike. It allowed a personal and
anonymous thinking through writing and a voyeuristic discovery of
other people’s perception of London.
“I found it really interesting coming in and listening to 		
people’s individual stories of London, people that I’ve never
met before, what do they associate with Hyde Park, what do
they associate with a very specific street in London, saying
‘yea, I used to play the piano there’ its fascinating that in the
city we live there are so many experiences that we have no
idea of”
During the event’s conclusion the mapping phase also allowed
for the immediate connection of ideas, and for the ability of the
community to connect the personal to the collective, and seed some
ideas for re-thinking London as a city. Some participants even felt
an emotional uplift from participating in the event, claiming it was
“a wonderful release from my fixed brain set. It’s opened up my
mind from working as an individual, to come and have all this
input from other people has done me a psychological service”.
Others focused more on the collaborative elements of the event,
claiming that it was “interesting how today everyone has been
very open to everyone else’s ideas. […] I don’t know if it is the
exercises or the crowd but I’ve just found everyone open, drawing
out problems and ideas. […] A group of people who don’t know
each other have been able to work so successfully together”
The participants also focused in more depth on the methodologies
they had learnt. These incorporated elements from Service Design,
Experience Design, Methods Cards, Mapping et al. One participant
stated that their understanding of the tasks evolved over the day,

being able to apply these new techniques as methods for generating
ideas:
“I found that just the act of looking at random images, which
didn’t particularly relate to what you were trying to generate
ideas for and then really looking hard at how this could be
connected to what you are thinking, helped me imagine ways
to generate new ideas.”

FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION

After two weeks participants were contacted again to see how
their understanding of the day had evolved. Here are a couple
of quotes that really encapculate this and also give some
suggestions for the future.

“It felt like getting a slice of education again.
Meeting people from different disciplines and
backgrounds and working together on conceptual
projects was invigorating, creative and, fun! In
some manner I felt ‘part’ of something […]. This
wasn’t work, or school, or Uni but a community.”

“It’s a bit broad, but what about an action orientated
event? […] A lot of great things start as ideas (and
this is Creative Conversations after all) but that
transition from concept to action and those people
that implement their ideas, that’s actually quite
rare. DO’ers are fascinating! One of the issues that
came up in the workshops conversations was that
we are used to paying money to solve our problems,
whereas social change actually comes from effort,
not money.”

